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Introduction 

A distinction between uncertainty (or the extent of lack of knowledge) and interindividual 

variability (jr the extent of person-to-person heterogeneity) regarding the values of input variates 

must be maintained if a quantitative characterization of uncertainty in population risk or in 

individual risk is sought. Here, some practical methods are presented that should facilitate 

implementation of the analytic framework for uncertainty and variability proposed by Bogen and 

Spear. ' Two types of methodology are discussed: one that facilitates the distinction between 

uncertainty and variability per se, and another that may be used to simplify quantitative analysis 

of distributed inputs representing either uncertainty or variability. A simple and a complex form 

for modeled increased risk are presented and then used to illustrate methods facilitating the 

distinction between uncertainty and variability in reference to characterization of both population 

and individual risk. Finally, a simple form of discrete probability calculus is proposed as an 

easily implemented, practical alternative to Monte-Carlo based procedures to quantitative 

integration of uncertainty and variability in risk assessment. 

Simple and Complex Risk Models 

For illustrative purposes, two types of risk-prediction model shall be considered which 

assume an exposed population of size n. The first predicts low-levels of exposure-related 

increased risk R to be well approximated by the product of U (an purely uncertain variate) and V 

(a purely heterogeneous variate that models interindividual variability). For example, a 

corresponding risk model might be: 

R = l-exp{-(UlU2U3)(V1V2V3)) 

= y v f o r « « l , (1) 

where U = {U\ U2 C/j), V = (Vj V2 V3) , and U; and V, represent uncertainty factors and 

individual-specific ii.e., heterogeneous) values, respectively, for (=1,2,3. In practice, each 

heterogeneous variate used in the risk-prediction model is typically a randomly distributed 
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variate used to model the vector of n corresponding actual values pertaining to the n individuals 

in the population at risk. Thus, the cumulative probability distribution function (cdf) used to 

model V2 would represent interindividual variability associated with risk-model-component #2 

(say, uptake per unit ambient concentration), whereas the cdf for Vi would represent uncertainty 

associated with all values of V2, where U2 and V2 may or may not be statistically 

independent.'1,2' Henceforth, the approximation in (1) shall be treated as an equality. 

A more general risk model assumes that R = H(U,V) for an arbitrary function H of the 

vectors I) and V of purely uncertain and purely heterogeneous variates, respectively. In the 

following discussion, an overbar shall denote the expectation operation with respect to all 

heterogeneous variates V associated with the overbarred quantity and pointed braces, 0, shall 

denote the expectation operation with respect to all uncertain variates U associated with the 

braced quantity. For example, R = E\R and {R) = EVR, where E is the expectation operator. 

Population Risk 

Population risk, N, is the number of additional cases associated with predicted risk R. By 

definition, N is an uncertain variate, not a heterogeneous one. Uncertainty in A\ however, is 

sometimes ignored under the assumption that it is necessarily small in relation to the expected 

value of N for large n. For example, uncertainty in population risk was ignored in one recent 

EPA uncertainty analysis with the explanation that because "population risks represent the sum 

of individual risks, uncertainties in the individual risks tend to cancer each other out during the 

summing process ... [and thus] uncertainty in estimates of population risk are smaller than the 

uncertainty in the estimates of the risks associated with the individual members of the 

population."' ' The falsity of this assumption is clearly demonstrated by a comparison of the 

case (a) of n identical but extremely uncertain individual risks with the case (b) of n identical 

individual risks all equal to the constant (i.e., completely certain valut) r, for very large n. 

Uncertainty in population risk in case (a) must remain extremely large independent of n, whereas 

in case (b) the cdf for the ratio Nln is simply a normalized binomial distribution that approaches a 
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unit step function at the value Nln = r as n -» oo. ( U ) The key point is that in the relationship 

between n uncertain individual risks and the corresponding uncertain population risk, the 

uncertain characteristics of each of the individual risks generally reflect quantities, such as 

potency-parameter estimation error or model-specification error, that pertain identically to all 

individuals at risk, and are nor sampled independently in the sense that they tend to "cancel out" 

upon summation. That is, summation of individual-specific risks to obtain population risk is 

conditional on all the uncertainty associated with each of the individual risks. 

In fact, the uncertain magnitude of population risk N (i.e., the predicted number of cases) is 

well approximated for large n by the uncertain quantity n R, where for the simple risk model 

R = U V and for the more complicated risk model R = H(U, V) as a first-order 

approximation/1'2' The expected value, </v) = n{ R), of population risk has traditionally has been 

used in defining risk-acceptability criteria addressing N. However, criteria intended, e.g., to be 

conservative or "neutral" with respect to uncertainty associated with N might reasonably refer to 

some upper confidence bound or the median ofN, respectively, rather than to its expected value. 

For large n and 0 <, j < n, F„(l) is generally well approximated by the expected Poisson 

probability for the compound-Poisson variate with uncertain parameter n R; e.g., 

FN(0) = J0' e-nrdF S0-) . ( U ) 

Individual Risk 

Predicted risk R, as defined above, is a variate that clearly may reflect both uncertainty and 

variability. It is tempting to assume that predicted risk to a given individual, say the person with 

the jth highest risk among n at risk (for some j with 1 S j < n) at some specified level of 

confidence with respect to uncertainty, might be calculated directly from predicted risk R without 

distinguishing between uncertain and heterogeneous variates. Current quantitative "uncertainty" 

analyses typically use Monte Carlo techniques to approximate a cdf Fpf.r) = Prob(R<r) for R in a 

way that treats all variates without distinguishing those that are uncertain from those that 

represent interindividual variability,(''*" 4 , 5 ) Except for the trivial case in which n=l, F#(r) 
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calculated in this manner can only be interpreted as the cdf pertaining to risk to an individual 

sampled at random from the entire population at risk,' which quantity is not likely to be of 

regulatory interest given increasing public concern about equity in environmental risk 

burtons/'*"6) Thus, regulators are increasingly more interested in the (uncertain) risk R to an 

individual who is at average risk relative to others (which is directly related to population risk as 

described above) and in the (uncertain) risk R(jy to a /th highest person at risk, where the 

parenthesized subscript here denotes the ;th highest among n ordered individual risks. Most 

conservatively, interest would lie in uncertain risk R( n ) to die person at greatest risk. 

The simple identity /Jyj = R holds if and only if ail people incur identical (although 

perhaps uncertain) risks, that is, in the trivial case in which there is no interindividual variability 

associated with R whatsoever. When heterogeneity in R does exist, if all heterogeneous input 

variates are modeled using distributions truncated at the right-hand tail, R(n) may be 

approximated simply by using the maximum values for those variates: in the simple case, 

fy,, = t/Max(V); in the complicated case, Rfa — //(U,Max(V)) as a first-order approximation. 

However, these approximations are necessarily conservative, and truncated distributions might 

not be used for all heterogeneous variates. 

The variate R(j) is a compound order-statistic in sense that its cdf has two sources of 

uncertainty: (1) uncertainty associated with the combined impact of all the uncertain variates 

used to model R. and (2) the more conventional order-statistic uncertainty associated with 

sampling the /th highest individual value of R from among a total of n different (but also 

uncertain) values, where these differences arise from all the heterogeneous (as opposed to the 

uncertain) variates used to model R. For the simple risk model, it follows that 

R(J)=UV(j) (2) 

where V^ is itself an uncertain quantity, namely, an order statistic with the cdf:( 
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n 

FV(ify) = ZC^iFvivmi-FyfyW-i = IFvty)an-j+l) , (3) 
fcy 

where Fy(v) is the cdf modeling heterogeneity in Vand where / is the incomplete Beta function. 

In particular, Fv (y) = {Fy(v)}" for the case ofj=*i. The median value of V ( n ) is thus the 2-ll,,th 

fractile of V, which is approximately the {l-[Ln(2)/)i]}th tractile of V for n>9. The 

"characteristic" value of V^ is defined as the [l-(l/n)]th fractile of V, which is: the value of V 

with an "exceedance probability" of 1/n, the value of V expected to be less than or equal to V(n>, 

the 0.368th (i.e., the e"'sf) fractile of V, and (generally) also the modal or most likely value of 

V(n)-

In general, analytic techniques provide quite limited information about order statistics for 

heterogeneously distributed variates."'10'' Questions concerning R(jy are further complicated by 

the fact that it arises from an ordering operation pertaining only to variability, not to uncertainty, 

so that R(j) is entirely conditional on its associated uncertainty; i.e., the latter is not in any way 

"sampled" to create the compound order statistic. Thus, in the case of the more complex risk 

model, R(j) for some or ally might not even exist unconditionally because the uncertainty-cdfs of 

one or more individual-specific risks may intersect, e.g., due to a correlation between a 

heterogeneous and an uncertain input variate.(2) Nevertheless, it is always possible to use Monte 

Carlo methods to estimate the jth highest among n values (corresponding to n samples from V) 

of a particular uncertainty-fractile of R, i.e., to estimate the variability distribution of R 

conditional on evaluation at some probability level p with respect to integrated uncertainty 

arising from the joint effect of all uncertain variates involved in R. Let Rp = F-'RIVCP) denote 

this conditional heterogeneous (and not uncertain) variate, and, in general, let us define the 

subscript p on a variate X to denote its p-fractile with respect to uncertainty (and not variability), 

i.e., Xp = F''xiv(p). So defined, Rp may be difficult or impractical to estimate directly, even 

using Monte Carlo methods, for complicated risk models involving both uncertainty and 



variability. In contrast, it is simple to estimate the yth highest value of expected risk, (.R)(j); for 

example, with j=n this value is most likely to be F(R.-i{l-{\/n}), where (R) = /f«U),V) maybe 

used as a fust-order approximation to obtain the cdf F,~X.r) and its inverse, using Monte-Carlo 
w 

methods and/or higher-order approximations of (R) if needed. ' The ratio 

p„ = [F,_._1(l-{l/'»))]/< R) may thus serve to characterize the magnitude of interindividual 

variability (i.e., inequity) in expected individual risk for a population of size n (each randomly 

sampled with respect to heterogeneous parameters modeled by the vector V). 

By its definition, p„ does not reflect any difference in risk uncertainty that might exist 

between persons at average vs. yth highest risk. In cases where such differences might be 

expected to be substantial, a more direct characterization of Rp may be desired in the complex-

risk-model case. Because this may be tedious to calculate, the following heuristic approximation 

based on the simple risk model may be helpful. In the case of the simple risk model, it follows 

that Rp = UpV, which is analogous to Eq. (2). But, for this model, this relation may be rewritten: 

Up V Rp 

Rp = VpV = (U)V—v-— = {K)—L-, (4) 
P (U)V (R) 

where the rightmost expression is simply the heterogeneous variate (ft) normalized by a constant 

( Rp /{ R)) that reflects the magnitude of conservatism associated with the p-fractile compared to 

expectation with respect to uncertainty. The accuracy of this approximation will depend on the 

particular complex risk model to which it is applied, but it would generally be far simpler to 

calculate than Rp itself and so may be useful for some purposes. 

Uncertainty vs. Variability in Quantitative Risk-Acceptability Criteria 

F -dr) (characterizing uncertainty in risk to the average person and, approximately, in 

population risk) and F / m(r) (characterizing interindividual variability in expected risk) are both 

easily estimated, even in cases involving complex risk models with uncertain and 

interindividually variable parameters. These estimates may be sufficient for regulatory decisions 
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addressing both uncertainty in population risk and differences in individual risk. For example, 

risk-acceptability criteria might be desired to ensure that imposed individual lifetime risks are 

both de minimis and not grossly inequitable and that 70-year population risk is most likely zero 

cases. Corresponding quantitative criteria might be t joint requirement that F 7UO"6) > 0.99, 

p„ < 103, and F ; v(0)>0.50. 

Application of Discrete Probability Calculus to Simplify Quantitative Analysis 

The suggestions offered above facilitating quantitative distinction between uncertainty and 

variability in risk assessment are all moot if quantitative treatment of distributed input variates is 

rejected in favor of single-point-estimate approaches due to a perception, e.g., on the part of 

regulatory agency administrators, that such quantitative treatment is impractical due (- lack of 

resources for undertaking, documenting, standardizing, validating or communicating complex 

Monte Carlo analyses that might erroneously be thought of as being necessarily involved. 

Quantitative treatment of probabilistic problems involving functions of distributed independent 

input variates may be considerably simplified by replacing all cdfs involved with corresponding 

discrete approximations and by applying discrete probability calculus (DPC) to the function of 

the variates so approximated.*11"15) The methods discussed below show how to obtain drastic 

simplification of this kind—sufficient to obviate any objections to quantitative 

uncertainty/variability analysis based on real or perceived complexity of required inputs or 

analysis—while also preserving key information on uncertainty/variability relevant to 

decisionmaking. 

We start with the assumption that a not-trivially-small number distributed, statistically 

independent input vanates is involved and these variates are all defined so as to be monotonicaliy 

related to predicted risk. Various types of corresponding discrete approximations may be used in 

order to simplify quantitative uncertainty analysis involving a risk model applied to these input 

variates.* l 2 _ l 4' A common method is to approximate the distribution of a variate, say X, by a 
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probability mass function (pmf) defined as the average values of X divided into v contiguous 

fractile ranges weighted by the corresponding probabilities p-e i.e., as [XJ , p,( for i'=l,2 v, 

where 
xPl i 

x( =J xdFxfx) , forP, = S p t and P0 = 0. (5) 

A corresponding strategy to obtain maximum simplification consistent with minimally 

acceptable estimability of upper fractiles of modeled risk likely to be of interest is to set v=2 and 

P\=l-P2 and to set P2 equal to a reasonably small value such as O.OS. If this skewed 2-point 

approach is consistently used to obtain each "approximating pmf" (Apmf) involved, the 

distributions so approximated may all be conveniently summarized by two easily understood and 

easily communicated numbers: the expected value of the variate's distribution (e.g., X for a 

heterogeneous variate X) and the expected value of the corresponding upper 5% (or 100pi%) tail 

(X2>- From such a summary, x\ is easily obtained as ( X-p2xi)lp\- The summary values X and 

x2 may be calculated directly from an assigned or estimated empirical, theoretical or subjective 

cdf for each variate involved if the entire cdf is available. Alternatively, and more simply, they 

might be the only quantities estimated to characterize the variate's distribution. The latter 

strategy, in particular, would greatly simplify the choice "default" distributions thst might be 

recommended, e.g., for use in guidelines that attempt to standardize uncertainty analysis for 

regulatory purposes. 

Of note is that a Monte Carlo analysis corresponding to the proposed 2-point approach is 

particularly easy to implement for variates that are modeled as lognormally distributed, as is 

often the case in many contexts. Suppose, for example, that Y = Ln(X) where X is known or 

assumed to be lognormally distributed with expected value X. Corresponding lognormal 

location and scale parameters, Y and Oy (I"s expected value and standard deviation, 

respectively) are sought consistent with the further knowledge or assumption that JTJ = r X, 

where r > 1. It may be shown that ay= 0"'(pj) - <D"'(l - rp2>, where *''(p) is the inverse 
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normal cdf evaluated at probability p, from which it followsu7)tiiat y = Ln( X)-{O2YV2-

Wliile a 2-poijit Apmf constructed using the approach described above will have the same 

expected value as the approximated distribution, it will necessarily underestimate the variance of 

that distribution."3' In fact, regardless of how many tractile intervals are used in this approach 

(i.e., even for large v), the even moments and central moments and generally the 3rd end higher 

odd moments and central moments &' the approximated distribution will all be 

underestimated/131 Because of this, it has been proposed that a superior rathod to obtain a 

v-point Apmf corresponding to a cdf with v known moments is to solve ths system of linear 

equations involved fur {x'!,p'i) such that the Apmf is forced to havft these same moment!.' ' 

Using this approach, the variance-preserving 2-point Apmf that has prespecified interval weights 

\P], P2) may be shown to have the corresponding values x"i = X - (P2/Pi)xri"x m^ 

*?2 = X + (pi/p2)1/2Cx> where °X »s the standard deviation of X. 

For known F%(x), a comparison of the simple and variance-preserving 2-point Apmf 

approaches described shows that/] <x\ <X2<^2- The variance-preserving approach will tend 

to yield an Apmf for uncertainty or heterogeneity in predicted risk (generate i by applying DPC 

to tl'.i risk model with appropriate corresponding input Apmfs) with a variance that is closer (or, 

for strictly linear risk models, i* forced to equal) that of the true distribution being approximated. 

But this advantage comes v.t the cost of making the summary parameters involved less easily 

understood: the meaning of x^ is much less intuitive than that of Xi- The advantage may or may 

not translate into a substantially better approximation of a particular upper fracti'e value that may 

be of critical importance for decisionmaking. Thus, the simpler 2-point approach outlined may 

offer the best approach to achieve drastic simplification of uncertainty/variability analysis in 

regulatory risk assessment. 
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